A review of technical solutions for RCCI engines

1. Introduction

Internal combustion engine (IC) and the combustion process itself are constantly developing from XIX century until today. The amount of energy released in the combustion chamber and the composition of raw exhaust gases both depends of combustion. The improvement of these processes in first century of IC engines existence was mainly based by improving the shape of combustion chamber. The next century opened an opportunity for researchers to develop new solutions of the air-fuel ignition methods. These fresh solutions introduced new directions in the development of internal combustion engines.

1.1. Explication

IC engines always emit undesirable exhaust components, even if they are the most efficient, modern and equipped with, even the best exhaust gas cleaning systems. Usually systems of this type may be large and complex [9]. The typical composition of exhaust gases from marine engines are shown on Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The typical composition of exhaust gases from the modern, marine diesel engine (reproduced from [9])](image)

Composition of exhaust gases is strongly dependent on what kind of fuels are used in the engine. In order to be able to use many types of fuels while maintaining a modern and well-developed combustion technology, engines have been modernized, allowing for the combustion of many fuels at the same time. This type of solution is Dual-Fuel (DF) system. DF may turn out in the future as a key point in the development of IC engines and reducing the emission of harmful exhaust components.

This work was created in order to distinguish specific solutions enabling the implementation of the most effective DF combustion systems in classic piston CI engines. A lot of works focusing on the literature review have already been done. The researchers selected engines used in various research studies, with a method of air-fuel mixture combustion similar to that one was focused for this study [22]. A very detailed review of carried out tests in analyzed studies engines performance are presented in detailed tables and summarized in the description without going into the deep technical details regarding the design of the engine and the technical solutions used in them. More detailed data on technical solutions are presented in the different studies [24, 25]. Authors decided to refine and expand with additional information from further literature analysis. Works such as [29] and [23] present a detailed description of the research carried out, and the influence of various types of fuels on engine performance, that which are not main focus in this study. The above-mentioned works also take into account the simulation results, which in this paper is limited to presenting the concept of technical solutions that may bring beneficial effects. Model simulations for the marine engine presented in the study [23] are a very important part of research on this topic due to the advantages that slow- and medium-speed engines working in the DF mode have. This study is also largely based on technical solutions used in marine engines, the development of which largely determines the future of DF engines, which is supported by many publications [18–20, 34], including technical solutions in marine engines.

The studies quoted here may constitute the core of considerations, developed with technical issues enabling the
implementation of engine operation in DF systems. Important issue which is also highlighted in this article is the flow of technology from large industrial engines to small drive units. The technical solutions presented in this work show the current state of technology and define the possibilities that arise from their widespread use and the combination of independently used technical solutions.

2. IC engines ignition systems

A simplified view of engine development through the centuries of existence of IC engines reflects the mainstream of their development. Figure 2 shows the important types of air-fuel mixture ignition systems regarding to the date of their construction.
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**Fig. 2.** Chosen ignition methods in ICE by year of construction (own graphic based on data and graphics from [25])

Ignition systems in IC engines are being developed one dependent on the other and the new design is replacing the old one. Relations between different ignition systems allow for further exploration of various IC engines concepts. Different ignition types are shown on the graph showing addiction of their use on fuel type (Fig. 3).
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**Fig. 3.** The dependence of the methods of ignition of the air-fuel mixture in IC piston engines on the method of fueling the engine and the type of fuel used (own graphic based on data and graphics from [25])

Different engine ignition types are designed for use with certain fuels. The combination of some solutions may result in a significant increase in the efficiency of IC engines. Their development is possible only thanks to research on single types of ignition. DF technology is now paramount in further improving engine combustion.

2.1. IC engines ignition systems

The typical way of using fuels in IC engines is based on the use of one type of fuel that ignites either as a result of forced spark ignition (SI) or as a result of compression ignition (CI). It allows for better use of the chemical energy contained in the fuel due to the higher efficiency of this type of engines. However, the highest efficiency is currently achieved thanks to the ignition of a homogeneous air-fuel mixture, which can be ignited by spark or by compression. In Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) the ignition of all the fuel in the combustion chamber occurs simultaneously. This combustion takes place at a lower temperature than in a classic diesel engine, which leads to lower heat losses and the less NOx formation. It translates into higher thermal efficiency of engines with this type of ignition. However, in order to achieve ignition in the combustion chamber of the engine, very specific conditions are required, which are difficult to achieve [5]. Effective control of the moment at which ignition takes place in all areas of the engine operation is currently beyond the possibilities of designers. Fuel used in that type of engine must have a high octane ratio, because of its early injection. For this reason, one of the variants of engines with this type of ignition method, which has the full potential of use today, is an engine powered by two fuels by Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI).

RCCI is an ignition method in which high reactive fuel such as diesel fuel injected directly into the cylinder mixing with the air and self-ignites a of low reactive fuel, which is delivered to the combustion chamber earlier via indirect injection. The same way of fueling the engine characterizes a classic dual-fuel engine in which the fuel-air mixture is not homogeneous. Every modern dual-fuel engine is currently developed in the direction that allows the formation of a homogeneous air-fuel mixture [32]. Schematic of classic dual-fuel injection system is shown on Fig. 4.
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**Fig. 4.** Schematic drawing of direct dual-fuel injection engine work (reproduced from [9])

Before RCCI, there was a few conception which could generate better IC engines parameters. When the first engines in which a homogeneous fuel-air mixture was burned were developed, partially pre-mixed combustion (PCI) and partially premixed compression ignition (PPCI) was known. This type of ignition allows a mixture that has already been pre-mixed with air to be burned. Only when the last dose of fuel is injected into the cylinder, a fuel-air mixture is formed. In contrast to PCCI or HCCI, the name emphasizes that only a part of the fuel was mixed with air before ignition. Thanks to this method of fuel combustion, a large part of it is burned earlier than in conventional CI [12]. Gasoline Direct-injection Compression Ignition (GDCI) engine is operating basically on the same principle as PPCI or even PCCI. Difference is that the fuel used in this case is gasoline. The operation of such an engine is difficult to maintain, but since 2010 the concept of such an engine has been constantly developed [15]. HCCI ignition not possible at the current level of knowledge for use in the entire range of operation in modern piston engines. This is the basic difficulty with the widespread introduction of this type of ignition in IC engines, and it consists a number of technical problems still unsolved. Considering that these problems must be faced by HCCI and PCCI engine designers, a new concept has been introduced for a specific type of ignition: Spark (Plug) Controlled Compression Ignition (SPCCI) or Spark Assist Compression Ignition (SACI). It is self-
ignition controlled by spark plug. It is a specific method of self-ignition of a homogeneous air-fuel mixture located in the combustion chamber [30]. This type of ignition is currently in use, but mastering the ignition of a homogeneous air-fuel mixture without spark plug assist is now possible only in RCCI engines, and these kinds of ignition are the keys to introduce diesel HCCI or PCCI engine.

2.2. Dual-Fuel ignition systems

RCCI is a special type of HCCI engine that allows to use many types of fuels with high combustion efficiency and low emission of harmful exhaust components.

The low-temperature method of burning fuels in HCCI engines allows to improve the efficiency of the engine, thanks to the reduction of energy lost during combustion process. For the further development of auto-ignition engines, with increasing the range of fuels used in it, it is necessary to control the air-fuel mixture auto-ignition by using the injection of second fuel injected into the combustion chamber. The development of modern compression ignition engines is strongly dependent on engines with this type of ignition. Using two fuels with different physicochemical properties makes it possible to control the time of compression ignition and allows to use engine in full range of operation [2].

The engine working in dual-fuel mode with diesel fuel as the reactive fuel requires only the already mentioned, pilot dose of diesel fuel to initiate the ignition. The Fig. 5 below shows a schematic view of the power supply and ignition in an RCCI engine powered by a mixture of gas fuel as the low reactive fuel and diesel as the high reactive fuel [29].

![Fig. 5. Ignition and combustion in the RCCI engine (custom artwork based on [37])](image)

In RCCI engines, low-reactive fuel, with a high octane number, is supplied to the engine along with the air through the engine's intake system. Low-reactive fuel is compressed and mixed with air to form of pre-mixed, combustible fuel-air mixture. It can be classic gasoline, alcohol, LPG, CNG or any liquid fuel with high octane ratio. Due to the high resistance to auto-ignition and knocking combustion, this mixture will not ignite despite the high temperature and pressure already in the cylinder. In the vicinity of TDC, high reactive fuel (diesel, bio-oil, GTL, CTL or HVO) is injected. This kind of fuel must be characterized by good self-ignition properties, including a low ignition temperature and the ability to large atomization of the fuel in the process of its injection. Ignition of high-reactive fuel initiates ignition of the air housing with low-reactive high-octane fuel. The essence of controlling the moment of ignition and the course of combustion of fuels used in the engine is the injection time and properties of the reactive fuel.

When using additional, low reactive fuel in DF CI engine, it’s necessary to increase the amount of injected diesel fuel due to the insufficient resistance of the additional fuel to knocking combustion. Its occurrence depends on many factors, but mainly the type of fuel and the compression ratio in the engine. Knocking combustion causes the formation of uncontrolled foci of fuel self-ignition, which hinder the proper course of the combustion process and the operation of the IC engine. Its presence determines the possibility of using fuel in the engine and the degree of substitution of the basic fuel.

There is also a different fueling strategy in this type of fuel called Direct Dual Fuel Stratification (DDFS) – the difference is the use of direct injection for both fuels used in the engine [26]. Direct injection of two fuels requires the use of several injectors, or a special design injector, such as the offered product proposed by Westport corporation [34], and described in all relevant publications covering dual-fuel engine solutions [16]. Schematic show of direct dual-fuel injection work is shown on Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 Schematic drawing of direct dual-fuel injection engine work (reproduced from [9])](image)

DDFS is a specific kind of RCCI engine, where both fuels are direct injected into the combustion chamber, where part of the low-reactive fuel is injected early enough to mix with the air, while the remaining part of the fuel can be injected in the piston's upper dead center – depending on the engine's needs [13].

There are many strategies for fueling RCCI engines and they are constantly being developed. Many solutions depend on fuels which are used in a particular RCCI engine. In the case of gaseous fuels used as low-reactive fuels, the basic parameter that is being attempted to maximize is the percentage of replacing diesel fuel with gaseous fuel. The value of this parameter strictly depends on the level of adaptation of a given engine to dual-fuel operation. Researchers want to achieve a high value of this parameter due to fuel prices and the level of emission of harmful exhaust components that can be achieved with the use of certain fuels. In most DF engines, the value of this parameter is not constant and it is not possible to maintain its high
value under high engine load. Depending on the stratification and the degree of mixing of high-octane fuel with air, the course of its combustion can be characterized in various ways, and this is often a key issue in RCCI combustion studies. The amount of fuel of a given type depends on the engine load and the fuel injecting system. Figure 7 shows the chart with the dependence of the engine powered by natural gas (NG) and diesel fuel on the possibility of using both fuels in different proportions.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 7. The various operating conditions known as “modes” for dual-fuel engines, where horizontal is the engine load between 0–100%, and vertical is the fuel-index from 0 to 1 or 0 to 100% (reproduced from [11]).

Figure above shows the DF engine fueling strategy: where the red color is pilot-fuel injection active, light blue shows that engine can be started, operated and loaded in gas mode – here engine will trip to back-up fuel after a present time, if engine load is not increased out of this area, and dark blue color means that this engine is able to run up to 100% load on either fuel, but transfers from liquid to gas are not permitted above 80% load – transfers from gas to liquid are permitted at any load. As high the fuel index is, as much liquid fuel must be used [11].

Fuels used in engines significantly influence the shape of this type of graph. Essentially all liquid and gaseous fuels of relatively high or relatively low octane numbers can be used in RCCI engines. Only those fuels that cannot be clearly classified as highly reactive or low reactive fuels would be difficult to apply in RCCI engines. If it is possible to create a homogeneous mixture of low reactivity fuel with air, this fuel may also self-ignite under the influence of pressure exerted on it by a rapidly burning highly reactive fuel, and in those option engine can be called RCCI engine. If the self-ignition occurs without forming homogeneous air-fuel mixture, the engine can be called only a DF engine. From the fuels used in those type of engines alcohols that are bio-based fuels contain in their compounds may facilitate the formation of a homogeneous mixture in the combustion chamber, so sometimes it depends on the fuel used in a given engine.

Thanks to the use of a low-reactive fuel homogeneously mixed with air, the efficiency of using the chemical energy contained in the fuel increases. Its increase is also influenced by the even temperature distribution in the combustion chamber. This reduces the total amount of heat penetrating the cylinder walls and prevents the formation of hot spots within the cylinder what is clearly visible in Fig. 8. The maximum combustion temperature in the combustion chamber is lower than in conventional compression ignition engines.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 8. Temperature distribution in the combustion chamber for a RCCI engine powered by CNG and diesel and a classic diesel engine powered only by diesel (modified graphic based on [7]).

Due to the even and low-temperature course of the combustion process, the emission of nitrogen oxides, solid particles and soot is reduced, just like in the classic HCCI engine. High flame temperature is one of the main factors causing the formation of nitrogen oxides during the combustion process. Nitrogen oxides are not formed in RCCI engines as intensively as in a classic diesel engine. Due to the combustion close to the stoichiometric composition, the amount of oxygen and nitrogen in the combustion chamber during the process is therefore reduced compared to a classic diesel engine [36].

The real benefits of lowering the combustion temperature appear in large, low-speed marine engines, where the problem of cooling the combustion chamber is solved in more ambitious ways than in a small piston engines. Piston and combustion chamber cooling is more advanced, because it is possible in engines of such dimensions. Figure 9 shows the drilled holes in the large engine piston.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 9. Example of piston cooling drills in the Sulzer IC engine (reproduced from Pounder’s Marine Diesel Engines [35] with permission from Elsevier).

Drills made in the piston enable its effective cooling with the use of engine oil. The differences in combustion temperature between conventional CI engine and HCCI or RCCI engine can potentially eliminate the need for such a solution. The lower temperature reduces the occurrence of the NOx formation effect, which obviously allows limiting
the participation of SCR in changing the composition of exhaust gases. Low emissions that can be achieved in research engines requires significant interference in the design of the IC engine, preceded by its research and optimization of the design for the combustion of a new type of fuel. In both single-fuel diesel engines and dual-fuel diesel engines (RCCI), it is required to adapt the combustion chamber to run on a new type of fuel. In the present CI engines the combustion chamber is widely profiled inside the piston. Fuel injection shape depends on to the combustion chamber shape too. Figure 10 shows the potential of injection angles for typical DI engine.

Fig. 10. Shown of the fuel injection process with various fuel-injection possibilities in example of different angles of injection (reproduced from [9])

This ability to inject fuel in different angles is greatly needed in RCCI engine. Some studies [4, 8, 29] has repeatedly shown that the shape of the combustion chamber in RCCI engines is very important for the formation of harmful chemical compounds contained in exhaust gases. Standard injection shapes in CI engines are showed in the Fig. 11. Those shapes and angles of injection in standard CI engines are not good enough for RCCI.

Fig. 11. Shown of the correct injection spray shapes in the injection flow of a four-stroke trunk-piston engine (left), in a large two-stroke crosshead engine with three injectors (centre), and a two-stroke crosshead engine (right) (reproduced from [9])

Those shapes and angles of injection in standard CI engines are not good enough for RCCI. While DF engines are often derived from standard CI diesel engine conversion, the limitations that result from this should be borne in mind. Defining the needs for RCCI engines reliance on such limitations, and on fact, that the most that the biggest changes involve the engine combustion chamber. Next chapter will focus on these shifts, where they can be divided into technical solutions including the construction of the piston – combustion chamber and the fuel injector.

2.3. Important RCCI technical solutions

The basic technical modification that should be carried out on an existing engine adapted to work in RCCI mode is the change of its combustion chamber and modification of the power supply system.

Important in that point is that combustion chamber space that can enable proper work of the single fuel CI engine will have a swirl ratio of low reactivity fuel problems and can have a hot spots on its surface, what which disqualifies the possibility of using low reactive fuel with an octane number that does not provide resistance to spontaneous combustion in contact with such a hot point on the surface of the combustion chamber. When dealing with this problem, designers often use additional cooling of some elements (e.g. injectors), which heat up excessively in the combustion processes [28].

The shape of the RCCI combustion chambers, with different compression ratio options, compared to the combustion chamber of a modern CI engine is shown in the Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Comparison of RCCI and classic CI engine piston with combustion chamber inside of it (reproduced from [31])

Form of combustion chamber in RCCI engine is fundamentally different than in classical CI diesel engine. The swirl ratio of air-fuel mixture must be higher, surface of combustion chamber can be much smaller, and the shape itself will be softer. In the Fig. 13 is shown the cross section of the piston where the sharpest edges of the combustion chamber are colored by the red circles.

Fig. 13. Cross-section drawing of GM stock piston (solid line) and modified RCCI piston (dotted line) (reproduced from [6])

Injection of high reactivity fuel in RCCI engine takes place differently than in a classic diesel engine. Direct injection of high reactivity fuel with a centrally located injector in a classic CI engine requires the use of a combustion chamber located in the piston, the shape of which is optimal only for single-fuel engine operation. DF operation needs different combustion chamber shape. The amount of this fuel itself is many times lower in most of the engine operation area, so the space required for uniform mixing of the
injected fuel is not so great, but the places where the fuel must be delivered are extended by the area above the piston and the combustion chamber hollowed in it. Because there is already low-reactive fuel in the entire in-cylinder space over the piston, high reactive fuel must be delivered to an area already filled with this fuel. It forces a change of the place where the fuel will be injected. The changes in the injector design alone will not be enough and the researchers decided to change the factory piston into custom piston. More important is the issue of correct swirling of the air-fuel mixture [4, 8, 29]. These parameters have the greatest impact on the degree of swirling of the fuel-air mixture, which for different proportions of the fuel mixture has a different impact on the efficiency of their use. The red edges of the combustion chamber in the RCCI engine constitute a serious barrier to the proper distribution of the injected highly reactive fuel inside the combustion chamber. It is necessary in existing engines to modify them in order to improve the distribution and swirling of the air-fuel mixture. Researchers in [1] prepared project from the original GM piston to modify it into investigatory RCCI piston. Effects are shown in the Fig. 14.

Project of RCCI piston has been meticulously prepared and, after its construction, installed and used for further research. Researchers indicate an increase in the thermal efficiency of the engine thanks to the use of such a piston. Such scientific efforts are very much needed because there is not enough research into RCCI engines to interfere with the essential design of existing engines. In the Fig. 15 plans comparison both pistons are shown.

In order to adjust the combustion chamber in the piston for DF combustion, the researchers proposed an alternative shape of the combustion chamber [22], which is shown in comparative Fig. 16, containing two numerical models of combustion chambers.

Conceptions of bowl piston geometry for RCCI engines are new and different. Most of them are computer simulations concepts, but researchers [1, 7] create real piston which was showed in the Fig. 14, and prepared technical documentation for different piston shapes for testing RCCI engines, showed in the Fig. 17.

The geometry of RCCI piston is strongly dependent on the injector position and spray shade. There is multiple option for further research about it. The good example can be quoted in work where researchers focus on negative valve overlap (NVO) process as a promising variable valve actuation (VVA) measure to improve low-load efficiency in RCCI engines and (external) fuel reforming techniques to improve low temperature combustion (LTC) performance in those engines [19]. Was shown that low-load RCCI operation can be improved with a combination of NVO and direct diesel injection into recompressed residuals. Validating this hypothesis was the goal of their research in which they create computer simulation of the present research. In this work it’s possible to find that even the fuel supply system effects on correct injection shape and piston bowl geometry what is showed in the Fig. 18.
The way the fuel is supplied to the RCCI engine affects the geometry of the combustion chamber and the shape of injection of highly reactive fuel. On the left part on Fig. 18 the Single Point Injection (SPI) with mixer after turbocharger is showed, and on the right site is Port Fuel Injection (PFI) to individual cylinder ports. It is important to say at this stage that the generally specified methods of supplying the engine can be correlated with other engine supplying techniques. In the case of RCCI engines it can give measurable effects, as in the case of work where NVO allowed to achieve heavy exhaust gas recirculation RCCI case shows up to 75% methane emission reduction is attainable at low load through combined effect of increased mixture homogenization and elevated temperature at intake valve closing [19].

When it comes to fuel supplying RCCI engines, much depends on the size of the engine, and its construction. In smaller engines, which are commonly use in land vehicles like cars and trucks – space for using more than one fuel injector in cylinder head per cylinder is limited. Basically engines like that are equipped with fuel supply installations (Fig. 4 and 5), where low reactive fuel is supplied by PFI, and only high reactive fuel can be injected directly into cylinder. That technology is commonly used in all engines capacity, the idea of fuel delivery may be slightly different, but usage of carburetor or the gaseous fuel inlet valve in bigger engines are not fundamentally different from each other and their technical construction are well known. Figure 19 shows a scheme of a gas mixer.

The differences in the construction of such devices may differ in details but also in size, because they are used in all types of IC engines, even in the largest maritime engines. Figure 20 shows samples photos of throats intended for gas mixers mounted in the intake manifold.

When it is necessary, gas mixers working similar to carburetor are replaced by fuel injectors, localized as close to the intake valves as it is possible. It depends on the possibility of adjusting the fuel injection moment to the current demand of the engine. Those fuel injectors are not technically novelties, so their availability and knowledge of their construction is common.

The problem in further development of RCCI engines and in general of engines operating in DF mode are direct injection systems covering injection of both used fuels. The use of two independent injectors in the cylinder head is possible, but only in sufficiently large engines. This solution allows for direct injection of two fuels, but is technically more demanding and expensive. In maritime engines exist the system of two independent injectors of diesel fuel and liquefied natural gas (LNG) in pure form [11]. The only existing mass-produced solution in small-sized engines that allows the injection of two different fuels with one injector is the dual-fuel injector technology developed by Westport. Those injectors are already available in two generations. Injector that works in high pressure direct injection (HPDI) system includes injection of both fuels at big pressure at similar time in the same engine operation moment. The scheme of that kind of injector work is shown in the Fig. 21.

Product proposed by Westport corporation [27], and described in all relevant publications covering dual-fuel engine solutions for car and trucks [16] is only one factory-made injector available in the global market. It intended use is related to IC engines installed in heavy truck vehicles.

Apart from the invention of Westport Company – and marine engines technologies with two independent injectors – DI of two fuels in small engines for passenger cars can be realized only in laboratory conditions for research purposes. In one study research team made their own handcrafted injector created for DI of CNG fuel in DF engine. Figure 19 shows the cross-section of the cylinder head with gaseous fuel injector and connection block, which is used for gaseous fuel supply for that concept DI gas injector.
In the free market for car engines, it is hard to buy gaseous fuel direct injector, and basically impossible to buy Dual-Fuel injector – designed to inject two types of fuels simultaneously. This illustrates the early stage of development of this type of technique and its relatively low prevalence at the market. It should be borne in mind, that only DI of both fuels allows for realizing advanced fuel delivery strategies and paves the way for the development of advanced ignition techniques in IC engines, for which RCCI technique is a step on the way to their further development.

Different group of researchers make the objective of their study to assess the potential of RCCI with direct injected low reactivity fuel in terms of thermal efficiency and methane emissions introducing gaseous fuel stratification by direct injection of it is considered to be beneficial for combustion efficiency increase [18]. Their simulation results, explanations for the observed trends are provided, and important phenomena are identified that are associated with increased low reactivity fuel stratification, which contributed to the reduction of methane emissions and an increase in NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. Authors noted the lack of a significant amount of research on the RCCI direct injection engine. Authors of [18] noted the lack of a significant amount of research on the RCCI direct injection engine: “the improvement potential of such natural gas stratification in RCCI engines is unknown” which authors of present article can also confirm to some extent, with a few exceptions, like [21, 36] where authors introduced term DDFS, but their research is so far focused on a limited number of engines and fuels used, so that topic is still under development for the researchers

A different approach for fuel delivery can be found in the case of two-stroke engines, where fuel can be injected into the cylinder without using the injector located in the engine’s head. Figure 23 shows the injection system in two stroke marine engine, where gaseous fuel is injecting direct into the cylinder when the piston starts to move upwards, to its top position. Injected gas have got much time to create air-fuel mixture, and at the top piston position secondary high reactivity fuel is injecting, starting the combustion process. This type of RCCI engine fuel supply system is only available in marine two-stroke engines.

In that kind of marine engines, VVA is not a perspective technology because of two stroke engine specific construction, but researchers strongly recommend to increase knowledge and development of that technology [20]. Their experience with that technic shows that VVA makes it possible to improve combustion efficiency and thermal management (better after-treatment efficiency) and extending high load engine range. Maintaining a homogeneous mode of operation in the engine requires maintaining specific conditions. Researchers in their work create simulation concept for VVA in RCCI engine with a full load range and for two types of engine fueling: CNG-diesel and gasoline-diesel.

RCCI engines are commonly used in powerplants and marine applications, so their technology is more elaborate than in small engines. Researchers also found such potential applications for these engines, and their work show the variety of research that should be carried out on engines of this type, laying the foundations for their further work based on the stratification of low reactivity fuel and VVA [17]. The development of DF engines can be traced on the basis of gaseous engines in Wärtsilä company is shown in the Fig. 24.

It is clearly visible increase in the share of engines based on dual-fuel technology. Not all of those engines listed in that figure can work in dual-fuel mode – because a few of them was only gaseous fuel – but each of them was another important step in the development of RCCI engines.

However, development issues of small-size RCCI engines also includes external equipment, such as the engine control unit, which are currently available from only one manufacturer [3]. The difference between RCCI engine development in those different engine sizes are clearly visible and still require much more research work, especially for smaller combustion engines.
The last but extremely important technical challenge facing the researchers is to control the entire engine systems so it can work in the RCCI mode throughout the entire range of engine performance. No solution in this matter can be considered ready if it has not been tested in a working engine, which has so far been addressed by a small number of researchers and the publication [28]. There are not many such publications at that moment, but they are the most desirable type of publications summarizing the achievements in the field of all techniques used in RCCI engines. The correct electronic control of the engine operation will be necessary for the RCCI mode to be effectively used in the future of IC engines.

3. Conclusions

The intensive development of injection technology for both independent fuels is still needed in the context of current solutions of RCCI engines. Low reactivity fuel stratification could be the main point for future development of these engines, unfortunately there are few publications regarding DDFS topic.

There are also problems with the correct air-fuel swirl ratio and the injection angle of highly reactive fuel. It is necessary to adapt the injection shape by adapting it to the new geometry of the combustion chamber. There is some research on the subject, but much remains to be done in this subject (most studies are only computer simulations or theoretical considerations).

The combustion chamber geometry is not yet optimized for all engines where there is a need for the DF RCCI operating mode.

The most important challenge with low reactive fuel injection is the need to create a homogeneous mixture under all engine operating conditions.

In the case of highly reactive fuel injectors, the new challenge is to spray the fuel over the entire space of the combustion chamber. The RCCI combustion chamber geometry may be substantially the entire space above the piston in the cylinder space. Injection angles and injector efficiency differ significantly from that of a classic diesel injector. Basic design assumptions should be changed.

It is worth mentioning that in the future the engine industry will have to make an effort to put these types of engines into production. All the innovative technical solutions described here have only a conceptual character or were made in a single made test engine unit. The problems of mass production of new constructions are still ahead of us.

New technical solutions, especially those that are only computer simulations, definitely require further research and tests covering the use of various types of fuels, materials and test conditions.

Researchers are also faced with the challenge of combining all the technical solutions mentioned in the article in one engine and controlling its operation in a way that enables continuous operation in the RCCI mode. This challenge may be the most demanding, but its implementation requires even more detailed research into the technical solutions themselves. Especially when we are talking about small motors that are not used in industry.
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